Energy deficiency, calcium overload or oxidative stress: possible causes of irreversible ischemic myocardial injury.
After prolonged ischemia or hypoxia myocardial injury is not reversed but exacerbated by a resupply of the tissue with oxygen and substrates. The mechanism by which reversible ischemic or hypoxic myocardial injury becomes irreversible is not yet understood. It has been debated whether "reperfusion injury" merely uncovers pre-existing irreversible injury, or is indeed caused by the reperfusion/reoxygenation process. In recent years, three theories have been discussed that relate the onset of irreversibility either to: a critical energy loss; a critical accumulation of cellular calcium; or to the deleterious effects of free radical formation. In certain experimental models for each of these theories favourable results have been obtained. Current research suggests that absolute reversibility thresholds in energy depletion or calcium accumulation in the ischemic or hypoxic cell do not exist. A key role of free radical injury for reperfusion injury must also be questioned. There is, however, evidence that in tissue reversibility of ischemic cardiomyocyte injury is limited by conditions that make calcium-induced hypercontracture upon reoxygenation unavoidable. This occurs when, by hypercontracture, mutual mechanical disruption of the cells destroys the tissue. From isolated cardiomyocytes that are able to metabolically survive hypercontracture it has been observed that these metabolic conditions do not represent the last biological possibility to reverse injury.